
DATA-DRIVEN DECISIONS:  
REOPEN WITH CONFIDENCE
Collect, secure and analyze data for better decision-making

Reopening your businesses amid the COVID-19 pandemic is challenging. You need to effectively manage and analyze 

large, dynamic and complex sets of data to make smarter decisions on everything from employee wellness to facility 

preparedness—all while keeping up with rapidly changing local, state and national regulations and guidelines. 

You need certainty during these uncertain times. We’ve got the solution. 

Our powerful, end-to-end data analytics solution collects, secures and analyzes data to make more accurate 

decisions to help ensure the well-being of your employees and customers. Customizable and turnkey, this program 

integrates disparate data sources into real-time analytics for a holistic view. 

With our automated solution, you’ll have disparate data sources in a single view to help make better business decisions. 

• Better compliance with government jurisdictional guidelines and complex reporting mandates

• Track your employee wellness in real time with automated monitoring at the local and enterprise level 

• Manage COVID-19 issues through automated data analytics around hot spots, contact tracing, test 

scheduling and improved capacity management across facilities

• Improve your workplace planning and capacity management across facilities

Mobile App
Secure, opt-in employee 

wellness tracking via  
iOS and Android

Customizable Command Center 
Provides real-time  

analytics, dashboards  
and reporting

Localized Insights
Real-time alerts to  

local insights such as 
jurisdictional changes
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REAL-TIME EMPLOYEE WELLNESS MONITORING 
WITH AUTOMATED CASE MANAGEMENT 
Our mobile app is a robust, secure and automated platform  
for COVID-19 case management. It provides HR teams  
real-time information to help contact trace impacted employees  
and report to public health officials. Plus, it’s customizable  
to your needs. 

MANAGE EMPLOYEES AND FACILITIES 
VIA ONE COMMAND CENTER 
Comprehensive and customizable—so you can remain 
in better command of your business. Our data analytics 
solution has the ability to collect real-time employee 
wellness data through the mobile app along with  
third-party data capture depending on your needs.  
The result? A streamlined dashboard view of your 
employee and facility well-being.

REAL-TIME ALERTS ON  
LOCAL CHANGES
Help your on-site teams remain safe and compliant 
through AI-driven COVID-19 hot spot information  
aligned to your office locations. Visualize and 
contextualize the situation with updated 
jurisdictional guidance by location side by side 
with local inventory management for critical 
personal protective equipment and employee case 
management. Make quicker, more informed resource 
decisions across regions and in specific locations.

Reopen Safely with Greater Confidence 
Make better decisions with our data analytics solution 


